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INDEX

A

Absolutes: examples of using, 133t; t
feedback using exploratory language 
versus, 132

Accountability: how to remove fear of failure 
but maintain, 115; Stacy’s diffi  culty 
with her team’s, 87–88

Act as if, 97–98
Actions: courage to take a stand, 45–60,

109; “false memories” experiments
on, 51; Father Bob as example of, 
14–15, 16t, 17, 18; Gerald’s reactiontt
versus Bob’s actions, 14–16t, 17;tt
getting out of stuckness by taking,
29–32; going deeper in, 34–35;
making the choice between reaction
and, 192; Middles learning to choose
how to respond to their conditions,
151–152; as possible response to
feedback, 129; three lessons on
getting unstuck, 33–34. See also
Behaviors; Reactions

Activating our values: author’s story on her 
father’s perfectionism, 58–59; Citrix’s
taking a stand example of, 56–58;

Paul Ryan’s taking a stand example
of, 58

Actual values, 48–49
Addictions, 173
AIG (American International Group) 

scandal, 50
Alcohol abuse, 173
Ali, Muhammad, 181
Altruism: benefi ts of practicing, 99–100; 

Joel’s self-sabotage in spite of his,
100–101

Ambition and self-seeking, 72–74
Amygdala: description and function of the,

8; reacting to threats to ensure our
safety, 8–9, 10–11

Andy’s story, 113
Anna’s story, 1–2
Appreciation: building confi dence by 

showing yourself, 95–96; honor the
give with feedback, 140–141

Th e Arbinger Institute, 57
Aristotle, 45
Arrogance: as birthplace of the Humbling 

Experience, 68–71, 192; Carrie 
and Jackson’s story on self-seeking 
and, 72–74; Chanda’s story on 

Page references followed by fi g indicate an illustrated fi gure; followed by g t indicatest
a table.
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204 INDEX

Big Dreams: building your own board of 
directors to support your, 189–191;
courage required for Big Moves 
and, 182–183, 185; Jack’s story on 
achieving his, 183–184; Kellie’s story 
on courage required for, 83–84, 
182–183; Maria’s story on achieving 
her, 183; sacrifi ce of comfort
required to achieve, 182–183; 
setting big goals to achieve, 182; 
understanding that you have to
make them happen, 193; when to 
recalibrate your, 191–192; Yuly’s 
story on achieving her Yuly360 blog,0
190–191.  See also Dreams

Big Moves: building your own board of 
directors to support your, 189–191;
characteristics of a, 185; courage
required for making the, 182–183, 
185; devising a plan to make the,
184–185; expecting success when
making the, 185–187; the 40 percent
rule for making your, 184–185; 
having gratitude for learning from
worst-case scenarios, 189; having the
perspective of a courageous leader
and making your, 192–193; planning 
for the worst-case scenarios, 187–189

Th e Big Temptation: to avoid giving 
courageous feedback, 125–127;
Marcus’s example of avoiding the,
18–19, 21, 94; two types of pain
cycles and, 17fi g7 –18gg

Bigger-purpose seeking: how altruism
promotes culture of, 99–100; Jim 
Collins on, 78–79; Stephen’s story on 
shifting from self-seeking to, 75–77;
taking the leadership path of, 74–77

Block, Peter, 140
Board of directors: lessons on

the value of an excellent, 189–190;

recognizing your own, 65–67fi g7 ; gg
as a choice, 71; description of, 64; 
“double-talk” symptom of, 63, 67; 
example of workplace, 65; Jason and
Erica’s story on, 63–65, 67, 68; line 
between confi dence and, 64–65; self-
seeking behavior and relationship to,
72–74

Arrogance self-refl ection: Chanda’s story 
on, 65–67; when others’ needs
and contributions are important
list, 66, 67fi g7 ; when our needs andgg
contributions are more importance
list, 66fi g6

Aspirational values, 48–49
Authority: delegation defi ned as sharing, 

107; overcoming the obstacles to 
delegating, 110–120

Avoid-create-avoid pain cycle, 17fi g7
Avoid-suppress-avoid pain cycle, 17fi g7

B

Th e Balance Myth (Taylor), 177h
“Be brave. And holler if you need me”

advice, 174
Behaviors: ambition and self-seeking,

72–74; arrogant, 63–74; “false
memories” experiments on, 51;
Givers, Takers, and Matchers, 99; 
humble, 72–79, 109; Kim’s story 
on enabling bad, 160–161; “mirror 
neurons” phenomenon of, 50–51; 
Pari’s story on getting unstuck on
competition driving her, 35–38,
139; Senator McCain’s address 
on values and, 53–54; stories 
demonstrating how values drive our,
46–48. See also Actions

Belitz, Charlene, 29
Bersin & Associations, 148
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C

Calibration, 191
Cameron, Kirk, 85
Carmen’s story, 138, 143
Carrie and Jackson’s story, 72–74
“CEO disease,” 143, 152
Chanda’s story, 65–67fi g7
Change: asking the right question for, 33–34;

coaching Tops to talk with Bottoms
directly to facilitate, 154fi g4 –155; four gg
Laws of Organizational Development
on, 39–40; letting go of control
over what we can’t, 173; Middles
being a Bottom to deal with “stinky 
stuff ” attempts at, 152fi g2 –153; paingg
during transition out of “stuckness,”
38–40, 109; seek clarity, not absolute
certainty during, 34; trust the process 
for, 34.  See also Recovery

Cheerleading story, 96–97
Chen, Angus, 137
Chili cook-off  story, 90–92
Choosing: between actions and reactions,

192; Gerald’s reaction versus Bob’s
actions example of, 14–16t, 17; to gettt
unstuck, 29–40, 109, 192; Middles
learning how to respond to their
conditions by, 151–152; to take a 
stand, 45–60, 109

Chris’s story: on his 360-degree feedback 
starting his recovery journey,
171–172; strategies used for his
recovery, 173–177, 179

Citrix, 57–58
Clarity: seeking during change, 34; on

values, 51–56t
Cleveland Clinic Foundation, 187
Clients. See Customer relationshipse
Coaching: examples of 360-degree feedback 

as part of, 75–77, 171–172; Personify 

Yuly’s story on support of her own
informal, 190–191

Bob, Father: the Big Temptation spoken of 
by, 125; description of, 14; Gerald’s 
reactions versus actions by, 14–16t, 17;tt
a message from, 16

Bob’s story (owner of Paul’s Burgers and
Shakes), 47–48

Boehner, John, 58
Th e Book of Awakening (Nepo), 83g
Bottoms: coaching Tops to talk directly 

with, 154fi g4 –155; “Lines of gg
Communication” simulating 
conditions of Tops, Middles, and, 
150–151; when Middles should be a,
152fi g2 –158gg

Boundaries: establishing your, 98; Jessica’s
work to establish appropriate, 161–
162; stop asking for permission and
know your, 99

Boyatzis, Richard, 143
Th e brain: amygdala, 8–9, 10–11; 

expectations and placebo eff ect
on, 186–187; “mirror neurons” 
phenomenon of, 50–51; neocortex,
8, 9, 11

Brett and Roxanne’s story, 160–161
Bridges, William, 39, 40
Brooke’s story, 110
Brown, Brené, 107, 173–174
Buddhism, 41
Burnout: indications that we need recovery 

from, 172–173; recovery strategies,
173–179

Business success: the ability to increase
revenue and to drive down costs
factors of, 2–3; Anna’s story on how 
leadership impacts, 1–2; fi nd your
own pattern of, 177; why courageous
leaders are required for, 3. See also
Expecting success; Failure
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206 INDEX

Confl ict: being caught between two bosses,
162–164; choosing to take action
or to react to, 11–14; stop playing 
the mediator to work out others’,
161–162

Conley, Chip, 40–41
Connections: defi nition of, 173–174; 

recovery through guidance and
support of our, 173, 174. See also
Support networks

Contributions lists: when others’ needs
and contributions are important,
66, 67fi g7 ; when our needs andgg
contributions are more importance,
66fi g6

Control (letting go of ), 173
Courage: as accessible to everyone, 7; “Be

brave. And holler if you need me” 
advice on recovery, 174; to be in the
middle space, 165–166; Big Dreams 
and Big Moves require, 182–184,
185; description of, 4; embracing 
pain as part of, 7; feedback trifecta 
for giving feedback and role of, 
127, 128–129; feedback trifecta for
receiving feedback well and role of,
138–139; to get unstuck, 27–43,
109; growth as requiring, 43; making 
a commitment to, 19–20fi g0 ; mind-gg
set of having, 20; to overcome pain
associated with delegation, 108–109;
recovery as being a part of, 193; to
take a stand, 45–60, 109; in tough
times, 4, 14–16t

Courageous leaders: Anna’s story for
making the business case for, 1–3;
assessing the risks of being a, 21–23;
being courageous even without
validation, 93–94; as evolving from
the Middle, 166; Father Bob’s actions 

Leadership program for, 22–23, 90,
107–108fi g8 , 116–120, 150–151, 174,gg
197–198. See also specifi c story

Colleen’s story, 165
Collins, Jim, 78–79, 166
Columbia University, 148, 150
Communication: compassionate persistence

approach to, 133t–136tt t; having tt
tough conversations, 5–6. See also
Feedback

Compassionate persistence: example one
of message derailed and defl ected 
versus, 133t–134tt t; example twott
of message derailed and defl ected 
versus, 135t–136tt t; feedback thattt
demonstrates, 133, 134–135

Confi dence: Alan’s story on ending without 
a validating experience, 93–94; chili
cook-off  story on voting for yourself,
90–92, 192; for delegation, 109;
description of, 64; how self-trust
brings, 87–90; Kellie’s challenging 
employee and being, 83–84,
182–183; line between arrogance
and, 64–65; Lucas’s story on having 
workplace, 92–93; making the eff ort
to build self-trust and, 101; Raul’s 
team struggle and his diminishing,
88–89fi g9 ; self-fulfi lling prophecy and gg
reinforced perceptions of, 89–90fi g0 ; gg
strategies and tools for building, 94–
101; Th ose People Complex barrier 
to being, 84–86, 101

Confi dence-building strategies: act as
if, 97–98; altruistic without self-
sabotage, 99–101; appreciate yourself 
more, 95–96; do what you fear the
most, 94–95; establish boundaries,
98; stop asking for permission, 99;
visualize success, 96–97
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Delegation: the Delegation Doom Loop
barrier to, 107–108fi g8 , 109, 120,gg
164, 192; having the courage for, 
108–109; Mateo’s story on his
struggle with, 105–107, 109, 113;
Personify Leadership on the new 
paradigm of, 118–120; Personify 
Leadership program’s defi nition of,
107; traditional top-down model
of, 118, 119; vulnerability required
for eff ective, 107.  See also Team
members

Delegation Doom Loop, 107–108fi g8 , 109,gg
120, 164, 192

Delegation obstacles: delegation takes too
much time, 110–111; I am afraid
my people won’t do it as well as
I would, 115–117; I don’t have
people to delegate to, 118–120; 
I feel guilty giving my teamwork 
work, 111–113; I love doing it all 
(or at least being the superstar),
113–114; my customer wants only 
me, 117–118

Depressants use, 173
Despair = Pain - Meaning equation, 41
Despair = Suff ering - meaning equation, 41
Discomfort: being courageous in tough

times of, 4; Big Dreams require 
making Big Moves and facing 
some, 182–183; how we process it
intellectually, 9; of Th e Humbling 
Experience, 68–71; three scenarios
on pain and, 3–4; as tough times
reaction, 8–9; during transition out 
of stuckness, 38–40, 109; as warning 
sign of being stuck, 38

Disney, Walt, 78
Disney World story, 77–79
“Double-talk,” 63, 67

as a, 14–16t, 17, 18; honoring yourtt
internal, 19–21; how they avoid the
Big Temptation, 17fi g7 –19, 21, 94,gg
125–127; making your Big Move 
with the perspective of a, 192–193;
Marcus’s example as a, 18–19, 21, 94; 
the uncommon choices that create,
1415. See also Leadership

Covey, Stephen M. R., 90
Creative tension: Pari’s need to prove herself 

creating, 37, 139; Senge’s description 
of, 37

Culture: bigger-purpose seeking, 74–79;
how altruism promotes bigger-
purpose seeker, 99–100; intelligent
failure, 115–117, 120; self-seeking,
72–77. See also Environment; 
Organizations; Workplace

Customer relationships: accommodating bad 
clients over good clients, 127–128; 
Oshry’s theory on Middles, Bottoms,
Tops, and, 149fi g9 –152; Rachel’s story gg
on including clients in delegation
of the, 117–118; Samuel’s story on 
removing himself from front-end, 118

D

Dallas Th eological Seminary, 50
Daniel’s story, 45–46, 53
Dante, 27
David’s story, 155–156
Decision making: David’s story on trying to 

integrate Middles, 155–156; to make
a commitment to courage, 19–20fi g0 ; gg
Middles becoming a Bottom when
Tops have poor, 152–158; to take a 
stand, 42, 45–60, 53–54, 109; for
taking actions instead of reacting,
14–16t, 17, 18tt
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208 INDEX

teacher, 185–186; Cleveland Clinic
Foundation’s mental exercise study 
on, 187; Plan B and planning for the
worst, 187–189; poison ivy study on
placebo eff ects of, 186–187. See also
Business success; Failure

Exploratory language: examples of, 133t; tt
feedback using absolutes versus, 132

Th e Eyes of a Leader competency, 198

F

Failure: author’s experience with
disappointment fi rst-grade teacher, 
185–186; intelligent failure culture 
to manage fear of, 115–117, 120;
maintaining accountability in spite
of fear of, 115; planning and being 
grateful for worst-case scenarios and,
188–189. See also Business success; 
Expecting success

“False memories” experiments, 51
Fear: building confi dence by doing what 

you, 94–95; Carmen’s story on 
receiving feedback, 138, 143; of 
discomfort and pain, 3–6; of failure,
115–117; how we feel or experience,
8–9; how we process it intellectually, 
9; self-seeking behavior rooted in,
72–74. See also Emotions

Feedback: Th e Big Temptation to avoid
giving useful, 125–127; the “CEO
disease” of void of, 143, 152; Chris’s 
story on recovery beginning with 
360-degree, 171–172; courage
required to give and receive useful,
124–125; as either encouraging 
or discouraging others, 129–131;
examples of with and without
empathy, 132t; feedback trifecta ontt
giving, 127–138; feedback trifecta 

Dreams: author on experience of chasing 
her, 181–182; most people abandon
their, 182. See also Big Dreams

Duke University, 115

E

Th e Ears of a Leader competency, 198
Edmondson, Amy, 115
Elijah’s story, 147–148, 149, 150
Emotional Equations (Conley), 41s
Emotions: allowing yourself appropriate 

expression of, 177–178; choosing to
blame in or blame out unpleasant, 10;t
choosing to react or choose action
depending on our, 11–14; how 
feedback creates either encouraging 
or discouraging, 129–131; how 
the amygdala protects us through
triggered, 8–9; intellectually 
scrutinizing situation and choosing 
an, 10–11; research on Middles and
depression, 148, 150; three scenarios
on discomfort and pain, 3–4. See 
also Fear

Empathy, 132t
Enron scandal, 50
Environment: “CEO disease” shutting 

down feedback, 143, 152; feedback 
trifecta for giving feedback, 127,
136–138; feedback trifecta for 
receiving feedback well, 143.  
See also Culture; Organizations; 
Workplace

Establish boundaries, 98
Ethical responses: being courageous even

without validation, 93–94; Father
Bob’s example of, 14–16t, 17, 18;tt
Marcus’s example of, 18–19, 21, 94

Expecting success: author’s story of 
disappointing her fi rst-grade
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First Law of Organizational
Development, 40

Flourish (Seligman), 188h
Flow of life, 27
Forbes magazine, 107s
40 Percent Rule (Navy SEALS), 112–113, 

184–185
Fourth Law of Organizational

Development, 40
Frankl, Viktor, 41

G

Gerald’s story: description of his reactive
leadership, 12–13; Father Bob’s 
actions versus reactions by, 14–16t, tt
17, 18

Getting unstuck: author’s story on,
29–30; choosing to go deeper or
move on and, 192; four Laws of 
Organizational Development for,
39–40; Lester’s story on, 30–31; pain
during transition of, 38–40, 109;
Pari’s story on, 35–38, 139; Sandra’s 
story on, 31–32; Sergio’s story on,
34–35

Getting unstuck lessons: 1: ask the right
question, 33–34; 2: trust the process,
34; 3: seek clarity, not absolute
certainty, 34

Give and Take: A Revolutionary Approach to 
Success (Grant), 99s

Giver behaviors, 99
Giving yourself a break, 174–175
Glaser, Daniel, 51
Global Workforce Index (KGWI) survey, 182
Goggins, David, 112
Going easy on yourself, 174–175
Goleman, Daniel, 143
Good to Great (Collins), 78t
Grant, Adam, 99

on receiving feedback well, 138–143;
Lucas’s story on validation of his
team’s, 93; on Mateo’s choice to
not delegate, 106–107; possible
reaction vs. action responses to, 129;
remember that it is always personal, 
130–131; Shane and Beth’s story 
on inadequate, 123–124, 125;
Stephen’s story on responding to his
360-degree, 75–77; to stop being a 
superstar and start delegating, 114;
understanding that is it personal and
changes everything, 193; as way to 
scrutinize our reality, 140. See also
Communication; Performance

Feedback giving skills: demonstrate
compassionate persistence,
133t–136tt t; importance of having,tt
127, 129–131; minimizing the threat
we represent, 131t; show empathy, tt
132t; use exploratory language versustt
absolutes, 132–133t

Feedback receiving skills: honor the giver by 
appreciating the feedback, 140–141;
let yourself mourn, 142; set the right
mental framework, 140; stay in the
role of receiver rather than victim, 
141–142

Feedback trifecta (giving feedback):
courage required for, 127, 128–129;
environment required for, 127, 136–
138; having the skill for, 127, 129–
136t; Natalia’s story on, 127–128tt

Feedback trifecta (receiving feedback well): 
Carmen’s story on, 138, 143; courage 
required for, 138–139; environment
required for, 143; skill required for,
139–142

Th e Feet of Leader competency, 198
Th e Fifth Discipline (Senge), 37, 139–140e
Financial meltdown (2009), 50
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Intelligent failure, 115–117, 120
Invisibilia: How Learning to Be Vulnerable 

Can Make Life Safer (Chen), 137r
It Worked for Me: In Life and Leadership

(Powell), 116
Itzler, Jesse, 112–113

J

Jack’s story, 183–184
Jason and Erica’s story, 63–65, 67, 68
Jessica, Albert, and Lynnette’s mediator 

story, 161–162
Joel’s story, 100–101
John Wiley & Sons, 185
Jung, Carl G., 123

K

Kellie’s story, 83–84, 182–183
Kelly Services 2013 Global Workforce Index 

(KGWI) survey, 182
Kika Enterprises, 183
Kika, Ricardo, 183
Kimmel, Donna, 57–58
Kim’s story, 47, 160–161
Kinsbourne, Marcel, 186

L

Leadership: Anna’s story on providing well-
liked but poor, 1–2; Collins’s Level 
5, 78, 79, 166; why values matter 
in, 49–51.  See also Courageous 
leaders

Leadership core competencies: Th e Ears of 
a Leader, 198; Th e Eyes of a Leader, 
198; Th e Feet of Leader, 198; Th e 
Hands of a Leader, 198; Th e Heart of 
a Leader, 197; Th e Mind of a Leader,
197; Th e Spine of a Leader, 197; Th e 
Voice of a Leader, 197–198

Great Recession (2009), 50
Growth: courage required for, 43; Despair =

Pain - Meaning equation, 41; Despair
= Suff ering - Meaning equation, 
41; John McCain’s experience with
pain and personal, 42, 53–54; Pain
+ Meaning = Growth equation, 42,
127, 165

Growth, recovery, to growth cycle: as part
of nature, 170; recovery in the 
workplace as part of the, 171–179

Guantanamo Bay torture tactics, 53–54
Guidance and support, 173–174

H

Th e Hands of a Leader competency, 198
Harvard Business Review, 115, 137
Healing. See Recoverye
Th e Heart of a Leader competency, 197
Heen, Sheila, 138–139
Human rights, 54
Humble behaviors: having the courage to

practice, 109; loving something more 
than yourself as, 77–79; seeking a 
bigger purpose as, 74–77

Th e Humbling Experience: arrogance as the
birthplace of the, 68–71, 192; author
on her own, 69–70, 178; Jason’s story 
ending with his, 68; Myra’s story on
her, 68, 70, 71

Humility: the benefi ts of having, 71;
Th e Humbling Experience that 
brings, 68–71, 178; Level 5 leader
characteristics of, 78, 79, 166

Humor, 176–177

I

Inc. magazine, 183
Institute for Health and Human 

Performance, 8
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Middle between two ends relationships: 
being caught between two bosses,
162–164; disabling others to solve 
their own problems, 160–161;
Oshry on the “dance of blind refl ex”
of, 159fi g9 ; playing the mediator, gg
161–162; stepping out of the middle
space, 164–165

Middle Integration: David’s story on 
failure of, 155–156; Oshry’s research
on, 155–158; vulnerability required
for, 158

Middle space: having the courage to be in 
the, 165–166; stepping out of the,
164–165; there is a time to be and a 
time to get out of the, 193

Middle strategies: to be a Bottom when
you should, 152–158; creating a 
“Middle Integration” support system, 
155–158; learning to choose how to
respond to their conditions, 151–152

Middles: being between two ends, 159fi g9 –gg
165; Bersin & Associates

      research on challenges of, 148;
Columbia University research on
depression of, 148, 150; Elijah’s
story on being a, 147–148, 149,
150; great leaders evolve from
the, 166; having courage in the 
middle space, 165–166; illustrated
diagram of the experience of,
150fi g0 ; “Lines of Communication” gg
simulating conditions of, 150–151;
Middle sewer pipe, 152fi g2 ; Oshry gg
on silos vs. dispersed operations
of, 156fi g6 ; Oshry’s theory about gg
organizational and system dynamics
and, 149fi g9 –152; there is a time togg
be and a time to get out of being a,
193; Tops, Bottoms, customers, and,
149fi g9 –151gg

Leadership paths: ambition and self-seeking 
behaviors, 72–74; great leaders
evolve from the Middle, 166; loving 
something more than yourself, 77–
79; seeking a bigger purpose, 74–77

Lester’s story, 30–31
Level 5 leaders, 78, 79, 166
Life line: description of a, 36; of Pari’s story 

on getting unstuck, 36–38, 139
Life story evaluation, 54
Life-work balance: recovery strategies for 

restoring, 173–179; simplify things
to maintain a, 178; Xian’s story on
establishing boundaries for, 98

Linda’s story, 174, 179
“Lines of Communication” activity, 150–151
Living with a SEAL (Itzler), 112–113
Lucas’s story, 92–93
Lundstrom, Meg, 29

M

Macaque monkey study (1992), 50–51
Maleka’s story, 95–96
Malphurs, Aubrey, 50
Man’s Search for Meaning (Frankl), 41g
Marcus’s story, 18–19, 21, 94
Maria’s story, 183
Matcher behaviors, 99
Mateo’s story, 105–107, 109, 113
McCain, John, 42, 53–54
McKee, Annie, 143
Meaning: Despair = Pain - Meaning 

equation, 41; Despair = Suff ering - 
Meaning equation, 41; John McCain’s 
experience with pain and, 42, 53–54; 
Pain + Meaning = Growth equation, 
42, 127, 165.  See also Purpose; Values

Mediator story, 161–162
Mental framework for feedback, 140
Michigan State University, 65
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Organizations: Elijah’s story on being in
the middle of the, 147–148, 149,
150; how a leader’s behavior establish 
norms of, 50; how leadership values 
impact, 49–51; Oshry’s theory about
system dynamics and, 149–152.  
See also Culture; Environment;
Workplace

Oshry, Barry: his research on “Middle
Integration” strategy, 155–158; his 
theory about organizational and
system dynamics, 147, 149fi g9 –152gg

P

Page, ken, 41
Pain: Big Dreams require making Big Moves

and facing some, 182–183; the Big 
Temptation in the workplace response 
to, 17fi g7 –19, 21, 94, 125–127; gg
Cate’s fear of being cold and in, 39;
common reactions to tough times and, 
7–14; courage as being to embrace, 
7; having the courage to overcome 
delegation, 108–109; how our 
neocortex processes, 9; how we feel 
or experience, 8–9; how we process 
it intellectually, 9; of Th e Humbling 
Experience, 68–71; John McCain’s 
experience with personal growth
and, 42, 53–54; of learning to swim, 
94–95; making sense of our, 40–43;
Marcus’s example of avoiding the Big 
Temptation response to, 18–19, 21, 
94; pain scale for measuring, 4fi g4 ; stop,gg
recover, and heal or change due to,
169–170; three hypothetical scenarios
on discomfort and, 3–6; during 
transition out of stuckness, 38–40,
109; two diff erent cycles of, 17fi g7 ; as gg
warning sign of being stuck, 38

Th e Mind of a Leader competency, 197
“Mirror neurons” phenomenon, 50–51
Missy’s story, 46–47
Motivation: for getting unstuck and taking 

action, 29–35; learning to focus on
adding value for others as our, 38;
Pari’s story on getting unstuck on
competition as, 35–38, 139; values as
driving our behavioral, 46

Mourning received feedback, 142
Myra’s story, 68, 70, 71

N

NASCAR prerace fl yover, 59
Natalia’s story, 127–128
National Public Radio (NPR), 137, 138
Navy SEALS’ 40 Percent Rule, 112–113, 

184–185
Needs: being altruistic without self-sabotage, 

99–101; Givers, Takers, Matchers 
of, 99

Neocortex: assessing options function of 
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growth, 53–54; how value clarity 
provides us with, 51–52, 56–60; how 
vulnerability opens up, 107; John
McCain on his pain being an, 42, 53; 
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Raul’s story, 88–89fi g9
Reactions: apathy and lost productivity 

and focus response to, 13–14;
Father Bob’s action versus Gerald’s,
14–16t, 17, 18; Gerald as examplett
of someone who has, 12–13; as
indication that recovery is needed,
172; making the choice between
actions and, 192; as possible response
to feedback, 129. See also Actions

Recalibrating Big Dreams, 191–192
Recovery: as being a part of courage, 193;

Chris’s story on his, 171–172, 173–177,

Pain cycles: avoid-create-avoid, 17fi g7 ; avoid-gg
suppress-avoid, 17fi g7

Pain equations: Despair = Pain - Meaning,
41; Despair = Suff ering - Meaning,
41; Pain + Meaning = Growth, 42,
127, 165
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reach tolerable, 21; our diff ering, 6–7
Pari’s story, 35–38, 139
Pawliw-Fry, J. P., 186
Performance: Lucas’s story on confi dence to 

address the team’s, 92–93; making 
the business case for courageous
leaders and, 1–3; making the case
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1–3; recovery strategies for returning 
to our optimal, 173–179. See also
Feedback

Performing Under Pressure: Th e Science of 
Doing Your Best When It Matters Most
(Weisinger and Pawliw-
Fry), 186
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a Leader, 197; Th e Spine of a Leader,
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defi ned by, 107; on the Delegation
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Development for transition out of,
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28–29; Lester’s story on getting 
out of, 30–31; moving on or going 

179; growth, recovery, to growth cycle 
of, 170, 171–179; indications that we 
need, 172–173; Teresa’s story on her, 
177–179.  See also Changeo

Recovery strategies: build a network, 179; 
fi nd your pattern of success, 177; get
guidance and support from others,
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take your time, 174–175; let go of 
control, 173; let yourself express
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recovery is a team eff ort, 175–176; 
simplify things, 178; use humor, 
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Integration” support, 155–158; 
disabling others to solve their own
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113–114; Kellie’s story on leading a 
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story on addressing the performance
of, 92–93; Stacy’s diffi  culty with
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his, 75–77
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to Bottoms, 154fig4 –155; “Lines gg
of Communication” simulating 
conditions of, 150–151; Oshry’s 
theory on Middles, Bottoms,
customers and, 149–152; when 
Middles face a situation without
integrity or insight by the, 153
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Tough times: being courageous in, 4; the
Big Temptation in the workplace,
17fi g7 –19, 21, 94, 125–127; common gg

deeper into, 32–34; pain during the
transition out of, 38–40, 109; Pari’s 
story on being stuck in a paradigm,
35–38, 139; Sandra’s story on getting 
out of, 31–32; Sergio’s story on
getting out of, 34–35
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41; Despair = Suff ering - Meaning, 41; 
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Suff ering: Buddhism truth on ever presence 
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McCain’s experience with personal
growth and, 42, 53–54

Superstar syndrome: Andy’s story on 
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author’s personal experience with the,
113–114; Samuel’s story on the, 118

Support networks: creating a “Middle 
Integration,” 155–158; making Big 
Moves to achieve Big Dreams with 
your own, 189–191; recovery by 
building a, 179; recovery through 
guidance and our, 173–174. See also
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Swimming lessons story, 94–95
System dynamics: Oshry’s theory on Tops, 
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values, 46–56t; Daniel’s story on the tt
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distilled value phrases, 56t; Angela’s tt
three core, 56t; Angela’s top 30 value tt
words, 55t; getting clarity on, 51–56tt t; tt
stories demonstrating how behavior
is driven by, 46–48; taking a stand as
choosing action that refl ects, 46–60,
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role of receiver and not, 141–142; 
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Vulnerability: Middle Integration as 

requiring, 158; NPR on benefi ts of, 
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through, 107; as requirement for
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Work–life balance: recovery strategies for 

restoring, 173–179; simplify things 
to maintain a, 178; Xian’s story on
establishing boundaries for, 98

Workplace: the Big Temptation in the,
17fi g7 –19, 21, 94, 125–127; examplegg
of arrogance in the, 65; feedback 
trifecta for giving feedback in
the, 127–138; feedback trifecta 

reactions to, 7–14; courageous 
leader’s uncommon choices during,
14–16t; description of, 4, 5; honoring tt
the courageous leader in you during,
19–21; value clarity by evaluating 
your response in, 53–54

Tracey’s story, 114
Trust: Chris’s story on recovery and

rebuilding team’s, 171–172,
173–177; confi dence coming from 
self-trust,
87–90; “Th e Heart of a Leader” 
module on building, 90; the process
of taking action for change, 34;
Stephen’s story on building, 75–77
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Value clarity: Angela’s 10 distilled value 
phrases, 56t; Angela’s three core, tt
56t; Angela’s top 30 value words,tt
55t; evaluate your response in toughtt
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Xian’s story, 98

Y

Yaz and Carlos’s story, 154fi g4 –155gg
Yuly360 blog, 190–1910
Yuly’s story, 190–191

for receiving feedback well in the,
138–142; Lucas’s story on having 
confi dence in the, 92–93; recovery 
in the, 171–179. See also Culture; 
Environment; Organizations

Worst-case scenarios: having gratitude for 
learning from, 189; planning for, 
188–189
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